was used for conversion of SAM to BAM files and BAM file sorting. Duplicate reads were removed 23 from alignments using Picard version1.135. The IndelRealigner module of the Genome Analysis Toolkit 24 (GATK) (McKenna et al. 2010; DePristo et al. 2011 ) was used to simultaneously re-align reads that 25 were likely to be near insertions or deletions.
27
Reference genome repetitive region variant filter 28 The algorithm for identifying reference genome repeat regions in which variants were deemed 29 unreliable and omitted was implemented in the Repeats module of BAGA. First, each open reading 30 frame nucleotide sequence in the published annotation was aligned back to the full LESB58 31 chromosome sequence using BWA MEM lowering alignment stringency by setting mismatch penalty 32 to 2 and gap open penalty to 3. These initial alignments using BWA are used to seed an alignment 33 procedure that uses optimal global (Needleman-Wunsch) alignment for better accuracy. The lower 34 alignment stringency produces alignments more divergent than the target 98% nucleotide identity. 35 After omitting alignments between the same sequences, the resulting collection of ORFs within repeat regions were organised into contiguous blocks of homologous sequence. Each pair of 37 homologous sequences, which may now contain more than one pair of ORFs, were aligned using the 38 Needleman-Wunsch optimal global alignment algorithm implemented in the seq-align package 39 (github.com/noporpoise/seq-align revision 0589383 
Variant calling

56
Variant calling was implemented in the CallVariants module of BAGA which follows the "Best Practices iterations to achieve negligible changes in model parameter estimates over the last 50 iterations. A 82 threshold of 5% applied to 100 permutations was used for significance testing of each event.
83
In silico read generation 84 Ten sets of paired reads were generated from the LESB58 reference sequence using GemSim version For each isolate read set, at each SNP position, reads mapping to 5000 bp each side were extracted 97 from BAM files using pySAM. These were combined with the unmapped and poorly mapped reads for 98 de novo assembly using SPAdes. By reducing the total reads per assembly we aimed to decrease 99 assembly complexity and increase accuracy. A set of contigs were also assembled from just the 100 unmapped and poorly mapped reads and subtracted from the contigs of each SNP-associated 101 assembly to leave those contigs relevant to that region. These remaining contigs were pairwise 102 aligned to the region using the optimal global Needleman-Wunsch algorithm implemented in 103 Seqalign. The pairwise alignment was then check for the presence or absence of the SNP. (Table S2 ). In the Liverpool data, nine SNPs were omitted. No indels were 138 found in these regions. (Table S2 ). In the Liverpool data, 39 SNPs and eight indels were omitted. This analytic In the first method from a previously published analysis, short reads from 22 P. aeruginosa isolates 214 were each assembled into contigs de novo, improved using an automated pipeline and finally 215 combined into a multiple sequence alignment within which polymorphismic positions were counted.
216
In the second two methods one from the previous study and the third from this report, variants were 217 called among short reads aligned against a complete reference sequence from a closely related isolate 218 (P. aeruginosa LESB58). 
